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1. Abstract

VRow is a prototype to test Virtual Reality devices in combination with a fitness rowing machine. This 

paper should summarize the advantages and disadvantages of my system.

1.1. Introduction

Although multiple virtual reality fitness projects are under development at the moment, most of them 

are based on fitness bikes. My expectation is that a rowing simulator with it‘s smooth movement is a 

perfect fit for the motion-sensitive virtual reality environment.

Training on machines in a gym or at home usually lets you sit in the very same room for every session, 

which can be boring especially for longer training sessions. As a result many customers use their smart-

phones or tv‘s to distract themselves.

The example of Wii Sports shows that the combination of fitness and video games is very well establis-

hed all around the world with it beeing the second most sold video game (https://www.nintendo.co.jp/

ir/en/sales/software/wii.html; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_best-selling_video_games)

and the most sold console game ever (http://www.statista.com/statistics/264530/all-time-best-selling-

console-games-worldwide/) next to multiple other fitness games.

1.2. Idea

My prototype enables the user to play a simple game with complex, stereoscopic graphics. The soft-

ware content is developed to give the user goals and a fun atmosphere to train in.

It also includes functions which help you train in the right way.

You can move the arms of the rowing machine to accelerate your virtual boat or steer it when pulling 

uneven.

My main goal is to use „gamification“ as a way to motivate users for longer training sessions more fre-

quently.
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There‘s also completely new approaches of fitness devices that didn‘t exist before. Like the Hyve icaros, 

which is basicly a virtual reality body-flying simulator, where you use your whole body tension to fly a 

virtual bird.

This trains multiple muscles in your body and gives you a feeling of a very new movement method.

This approach shows that it‘s worth not only to think about how to combine virtual reality with known 

methods, but also to think about inventing completely new training methods.

2.0 Related Work

„Exergaming - devices“ without Virtual Reality 

headsets are used in multiple fitness systems al-

ready. There‘s the waterrower VGS from exer-

gamefitness (http://www.exergamefitness.com/

products/strength-cardio/waterrower-vgs/) which 

combines a usual pc-monitor with a standard ro-

wing machine. Or the Expresso Bikes (http://ex-

presso.com/Home) where you have more complex 

games with nice graphics on your fitness bike.

https://www.hyvedesign.net/en/portfolio-items/icaros/

But with the advance in Virtual Reality technique in the last months new devices have emerged. A pro-

totype of a Virtual Reality Bike has been developed at the Hochschule Kaiserslautern in 2015 that com-

bines a usual fitness bike with an Oculus Rift virtual reality device.

Prof. Matthias Pfaff, VR-Bike HS Kaiserslautern
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3.0 Prototype Hardware

The Construction of the prototype started with a simple rowing home trainer. Since i wanted to be able 

to steer the virtual boat, the trainers arms had to be independent. Most advanced rowing machine have 

both armes combined in a single pulling mechanism. This usually makes it easier to train in the right 

way but is also more complex and more expensive. Luckily most hometrainers have seperate arms so i 

could use a simple hometrainer.

To create the rudder input i used a modified ball-mouse. I decided to use the x-, and y- axis sensors in-

dependently for the seperate arms. I disassambled the mouse to desolder one of the axis-sensors and 

extrude it from the main board. Then attach the first sensor to one side and the second sensor of the 

mainboard to the other side of the rowing machine. After that i used rubber bands to connect the rota-

tion axis of the machines arms with the rotationsensor of the mouse, thus creating mouse movement 

when pulling the rowing arms.

http://www.madehow.com/Volume-5/Computer-Mouse.html

The virutal Reality device, Oculus Rift, will be used in the usual way. On the front part of the rowing 

machine the positional tracker will be placed and all three parts (modified mouse, Rift & Rift Tracking 

System) will be plugged in to the computer.

Pulling both arms pushes the rudder into the water which results in a forward thrust.

Pushing both arms pulls the virtual rudder out of the water to result in no thrust at all.

Pulling the arms in different speeds results in a rotational thrust.

Pulling constant, full strokes result in the highest possible thrust.

rubber band

rotation axis of rowing machine

rotation sensor of mod. ballmouse
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4.0 Prototype Application

The Application is designed to fit the virtual reality experience in terms of graphics and performance.

On every start a new world is generated based on randomized algorithms.

I use multiple kinds of particles and layers under water to create a strong stereoscopic effect.

To reduce motion sickness, movement and collisions are programmed as smooth events.

A function is implemented which helps you to protect your muscles. Pulling arms in a furious way lets 

the rudder jump out of the water, resulting in no thrust at all with the goal to demotivate the user.

Glowing points, bound to small fishes, are scattered around the world. Gathering these points, give you 

an audio and a visual feedback which helps the user to stay motivated. On multiple locations scattered 

around the virtual world, users who don‘t feel challanged enough can start a hard workout interval by 

picking up a special object.
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5.0 first Tests & Feedback

I asked 12 people to test my prototype and answer some questions afterwards. The questions included 

asking about the pro‘s and con‘s of virtual reality on a rowing machine and if they would use something 

like this for their training sessions.

The tests lasted for 4-10 minutes, 2 participants exceeded 10 minutes.

10 out of 12 said they would prefer VRow over usual rowing training. Both participants who wouldn‘t 

use it for training still thought it was a fun experience.

Most participants wrote, similar to what i expected, that the training sessions will be longer with VRow 

then without any entertaining factor although they pointed out that with longer sessions the headset 

gets less and less comfortable.

9 participants experienced motion sickness, but not strong enough to be uncomfortable.

As part of the tests in 5 out of 12 cases i used the pc-mouse to give the boat a sudden speed impulse, 

much stronger then you could achieve with the rowing-machine-input or on a real rowing boat. This 

way i could compare possible motion sickness to the motion sickness experienced when using my sys-

tem in the usual way. If the user experiences a spike in motion sickness, stronger then before we can 

assume that the special smooth movement does a good job of preventing motion sickness.

So far everyone in this test scenario experienced a much stronger motion sickness then before.

One strong critical point stood out that most participants mentioned in a negative context.

Everyone had concerns about the decreasing comfort of wearing an extra headset while training be-

cause the headset might be dirty with sweat.

After some investigation i found out that other applications like VR coaster (http://www.vrcoaster.

com/) use special, changeable frames for this case, that can be washed afterwards. This could be one 

solution for my system as well.
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6.2 Conclusion

Although the feedback was rather positive, i have to keep in mind that about half of my participants 

have never used a virtual reality device before and were astonished by virtual reality itself.

Also most of my users didn‘t even realize that the rowing-mechanism is a rarely used forward-rowing 

mechanism, which leads me to the conclusion that many users were very unexperienced about rowing 

in the first place.

The feedback showed that the smoothed movement methods to avoid motion sickness worked as ex-

pected, leading to a comfortable virtual reality experience. On the other hand, the need for a special 

headset to wear reduces comfort a lot. This could be something which might get solved by newer, 

lighter headsets in the future.

6.1 To do

In a future release the hardware setup, especially the part of the modified mouse needs to be reworked 

to make it more solid.

Training statistics can be tracked easily. A user interface could be implemented to show them and give 

instructions to the users at the beginning on how the game works and how to use the rowing machine.

Something i noticed while testing my prototype is that many users are very focused on the environ-

ment in the beginning and forget to train in the right way. They didn‘t use the rowing machines slide 

to protect their backs. With that in mind a usefull feature would be to use the Oculus Rift‘s positional 

tracker to add a function that warns the users when they train too much with their back.

New Tests would be especially interesting in a real fitness club so VRow can be directly compared to 

other Fitness Rowing machines.

The strongest future potential is the combination with social factors like multiplayer, social networks 

and competitions. For example a gameplay mode could be implemented that let‘s users start a race 

against other users in another fitness studio and see each other rowing in the same virtual world. A 

good example of for socially connected training is the „Peloton Bike“ (https://www.pelotoncycle.com/

bike).


